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Abstract
Several schema languages have been recently proposed for describing XML documents. The key notion of
such languages is the subschema relation which is used for type checking. We present a schema language for
modelling XML documents containing channel schemas with (input and output) capabilities and we describe
two subschema algorithms. The ﬁrst one uses a simulation relation; the second one examines the structure
of the schemas. We demonstrate the equivalence of the algorithms and we discuss their computational
complexity.
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1 Introduction
Several languages have been recently proposed for describing the tree-structure,
usually called schema, of XML documents. The most popular proposals are DTD,
XML-Schema, RELAX NG, and regular expression types [4]. These proposals
mainly diﬀer for their expressiveness (the set of trees described by the language) and
for the notion of subschema, which deﬁnes a relationship (a partial order) between
schemas. Among the proposals, regular expression types are a simple and powerful
language with a decidable subschema relation based on inclusion of sets of trees.
It is well-known that such subschema relation is computationally expensive – it is
exponential with respect to the sizes of the schemas.
Regular expressions do not adequately describe XML documents that are ex-
changed by Web-services. In fact, Web-services require the possibility to express
and communicate documents containing references to remote services [6] – called
endpoints, in the Web-services terminology – and to verify that the receiver uses the
service according to its contract (sending proper data and performing the permitted
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Table 1
Schema language.
L ::= labels
| a (label)
| L + L (union)
| L \ L (diﬀerence)
| ~ (any label)
S ::= schema
| ⊥ empty schema
| () void schema
| 〈S〉κ channel schema
| L[S], S sequence schema
| S + S union schema
| U schema name
operations). Technically, such diﬃculties may be solved by promoting services to
ﬁrst class entities and delegating a schema language extended with Web-services
descriptions to provide a minimal level of security.
However, the computational cost of the subschema relation turns out to be an
issue in a loosely-coupled scenario such as that of Web-services. In such a scenario,
data coming from untrusted parties need to be validated before processing. While
validation requires a linear computational complexity with respect to the size of
the datum for regular expression types, this is not the case when data carry end-
points. In these cases validation reduces to the subschema relation, thus becoming
exponential. More precisely, when a datum carries an endpoint, the receiver has
to verify that the schema of the endpoint – the WSDL document – conforms with
some expected schema.
To overcome this problem we reduce the expressivity of regular expression types,
by dropping nondetermined schemas such as a[S], S′+a[T ], T ′, and extend the lan-
guage with channel schemas with input/output capabilities [5]. The resulting lan-
guage is simple, expressive enough to describe XML documents carrying endpoints,
and is equipped with a validation algorithm (and a subschema relation) with a
polynomial cost. This language is a ﬁrst candidate for describing Web-services con-
tracts. The analysis of other, more expressive candidates, such as those detailing
the number of input/output operations, or their exact order, is part of our future
research.
This extended abstract is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the lan-
guage. In Section 3 we deﬁne the two subschema relations. The proof of equivalence
and the computational complexity are drafted. We refer to the longer versions [1,2]
for thorough motivations and technical details.
2 Schema language
The syntactic category of schemas is deﬁned by the grammar in Table 1 where the
term κ is used to range over i, o and io. Labels L represent sets of elements a, b,
. . . . The label a represents the singleton {a}; L+L′ and L \L′ represent the union
and the diﬀerence of the corresponding sets of L and L′ (every diﬀerence denoting
an empty set of labels is illegal); ~ represents the whole set of labels. We write
a ∈ L for a being a label of the set represented by L.
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Schemas S describe sets of documents, including endpoints, that are structurally
similar. The schema ⊥ describes no document; () describes the empty document;
L[S], T describes sequences starting with a label in L, containing a document of
schema S, and followed by documents of schema T ; 〈S〉κ describes endpoints having
capability κ and carrying values of schema S. Channel capabilities κ deﬁne what
kind of input and/or output operations can be performed over a certain channel
schema. A channel schema with capability i describes endpoints to be used for
inputting documents; a channel schema with capability o describes endpoints to
be used for outputting documents; a channel schema with capability io describes
endpoints to be used for inputs and outputs. S +T describes documents of schema
S or of schema T ; U is a schema name describing the documents denoted by its
deﬁnition E(U). E is a global environment of mutually recursive deﬁnitions U = S.
The function E is constrained by the following ﬁniteness property. Let const(S) be
the least set containing the schema names in S and such that if U ∈ const(S) then
const(E(U)) ⊆ const(S). The map E retains the following property:
• for every U ∈ dom(E), the set const(U) is ﬁnite.
This property implies that schemas deﬁne tree regular languages [3].
Few sample schemas are in order: U = a[()], U + () deﬁnes arbitrarily long
sequences with label a; U = a[U]+() deﬁnes arbitrarily nested documents; Empty =
Empty deﬁnes the empty set of documents (⊥ is actually syntactic sugar for Empty).
It is worth to notice two constraints of our schema grammar. The ﬁrst is that
schema names may only occur in tail position. Henceforth the grammar prevents the
deﬁnition of non regular tree languages like a[()]n, b[()]n (subtyping is not decidable
in context free tree grammars). A similar constraint concerns channel schemas, too.
The ﬁrst constraint is a standard expedient for enforcing tree-regularity; the lat-
ter, together with the following notion of determinedness, guarantees a polynomial
subschema relation.
Let μ range over internal schema representations (), 〈〉κ(S), L(S;T ). Let S ↓ μ,
read S has a handle μ, be the least relation such that:
() ↓ ()
〈S〉κ ↓ 〈〉κS
L[S], T ↓ L(S;T ) if S ↓ μ and T ↓ μ′
S + T ↓ μ if S ↓ μ or T ↓ μ
U ↓ μ if E(U) ↓ μ
We notice that schemas may retain no handle. This is the case of ⊥, a[⊥], and
a[()],⊥.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Determined schemas) The set of determined schemas is the
least one such that:
(i) ⊥ and () are determined;
(ii) 〈S〉κ is determined, provided S is determined;
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(iii) L[S], T is determined, provided S and T are determined;
(iv) S + T is determined, provided S and T are determined and if S ↓ L(S′;S′′)
and T ↓ L′(T ′;T ′′) then L ∩ L′ = ∅;
(v) U is determined, provided E(U) is determined.
Determinedness prevents the deﬁnition of schemas like ~[()] + a[()], but allows
schemas like 〈a[ ]〉i + 〈b[ ]〉i. In this sense, determinedness corresponds to the
deterministic constraint for tags in XML Schema.
3 Two equivalent deﬁnitions of the subschema relation
In this section we analyze two subschema relations. The ﬁrst one uses a simulation
relation that is based on the notion of handle. The second one compares schemas
by examining their syntactic structure.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Subschema simulation) The subschema simulation is the largest
relation  on determined schemas such that S  T implies:
(i) if S ↓ () then T ↓ ();
(ii) if S ↓ 〈〉i(S′) then T ↓ 〈〉i(T ′) and S′  T ′;
(iii) if S ↓ 〈〉o(S′) then T ↓ 〈〉o(T ′) and T ′  S′;
(iv) if S ↓ 〈〉io(S′) then
(a) T ↓ 〈〉io(T ′) and S′  T ′ and T ′  S;
(b) or T ↓ 〈〉i(T ′) and S′  T ′;
(c) or T ↓ 〈〉o(T ′) and T ′  S′;
(v) if S ↓ L(S′;S′′) then there is I such that, for every i ∈ I, T ↓ Li(T
′
i
;T ′′
i
),
L ∩ Li 
= ∅, L ⊆
⋃
i∈I Li, S
′  T ′
i
and S′′  T ′′
i
.
In the following deﬁnition of structural subschema we use a set of assumptions
A. This set contains pairs of schemas (U, S) (the ﬁrst element is always a constant
schema name) and is used for storing pairs of schemas whose subschema relation
have been veriﬁed. This expedient ensures the termination of the algorithm.
Deﬁnition 3.2 Let ≤ be the least pre-order on capabilities containing io <:i and
io <:o and let first(T ) =
∑
S↓L(S′;S′′) L The structural subschema relation <:A is
the smallest relation closed under commutativity of unions and under the rules in
Table 2.
Rules (bot) states that ⊥ is the smallest schema; rules (lbot), (sbot), establish
that L[S], S′ is a subschema of ⊥ if one between S and S′ is equivalent to ⊥. Rules
(chan-i), (chan-o), and (chan-io) reduce subschema to the arguments of the channel
constructors; they respectively establish covariant, contravariant, and invariant re-
lationships on the arguments. Rule (unionr) allows us to drop branches of unions
on the right (this is actually enough because schema are determined); (unionl) al-
lows us to reduce the subschema for a union schema on the left to the subschema
of every branch of its. Rules (rseq) and (lseq) deﬁne the subschema relation for
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Table 2
The subschema.
(void)
()<:A ()⇒ A
(bot)
⊥ <:A S ⇒ A
(lbot)
S <:A⊥ ⇒ A
′
L[S], S′ <:A T ⇒ A
′
(sbot)
S′ <:A⊥ ⇒ A
′
L[S], S′ <:A T ⇒ A
′
(chan-i)
κ ≤ i S <:A T ⇒ A
′
〈S〉κ <:A 〈T 〉
i ⇒ A′
(chan-o)
κ ≤ o T <:A S ⇒ A
′
〈S〉κ <:A 〈T 〉
o ⇒ A′
(chan-io)
S <:A T ⇒ A
′ T <:A′ S ⇒ A
′′
〈S〉io <:A 〈T 〉
io ⇒ A′′
(rseq)
L̂ ⊆ L̂′ S <:A T ⇒ A
′ S′ <:A′ T
′ ⇒ A′′
L[S], S′ <:A L
′[T ], T ′ ⇒ A′′
(lseq)
L′ = first(T ) ∅  L̂ ∩ L̂′  L̂
(L ∩ L′)[S], S′ <:A T ⇒ A
′ (L \ L′)[S], S′ <:A′ T
′ ⇒ A′′
L[S], S′ <:A T + T
′ ⇒ A′′
(unionr)
S <:A T ⇒ A
′
S <:A T + T
′ ⇒ A′
(unionl)
S <:A T ⇒ A
′ S′ <:A′ T ⇒ A
′′
S + S′ <:A T ⇒ A
′′
(namel)
(U, T ) ∈ A
U <:A T ⇒ A
(nameh)
A′ = A ∪ {(U, S)} E(U) <:A′ S ⇒ A
′′
U <:A S ⇒ A
′′
(namer)
S <:A E(U) ⇒ A
′
S <:A U⇒ A
′
sequences. The former applies if the arguments are already sequences. This rule,
together with (unionr), permits to single out the sequence branch, if any, of the right
argument. It is worth noticing that (rseq) and (unionr) do not suﬃce for proving that
~[()], () <:a[()], () + (~ \ a)[()], (). In this case ~ needs to be partitioned and
this operation is performed by (lseq). The last three rules are about schema names.
Rule (namel) derives a subschema U <:A T if the pair (U, T ) is in the (hypothesis) set
A. Rule (namer) unfolds the name U when it is the right argument. Rule (nameh) is
the unique one that, in the hypotheses, augments the set A.
Theorem 3.3 (Compatibility) Let U  R for every (U, R) ∈ A. S <:A T ⇒ A
′ if
and only if S  T .
Proof (Sketch) (⇒) To prove that S <:A T ⇒ A
′ implies S  T we argue by
induction on the proof S <:A T ⇒ A
′. (⇐) Let S  T . To verify that S <:A T ⇒ A
′
we construct a proof tree and we show its ﬁniteness. The argument is by induction
on the structure of the triple (n, S, T ) where n is the cardinality of the set of all the
possible assumptions (which is ﬁnite) minus the current set of assumptions A and
‖S‖, ‖T‖ are the sizes of the the syntax trees of the schemas S,T respectively. 
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Theorem 3.4 (Complexity) An algorithm veriﬁes S <:A T ⇒ A
′ in polynomial
time.
The algorithm uses two tables At and Af storing generic pairs of schemas (not
just pairs (U, T )). At is used for schemas whose subschema relation is either veriﬁed
or is being veriﬁed; Af stores schemas whose relation have been already veriﬁed to
be false. At each step of the algorithm a new pair (whose components are subterms
of S and T ) is either added to At or moved from At to Af. The algorithm always
terminates because when every pair of subterms is either in At or in Af the algorithm
terminates. Furthermore it terminates in polynomial time because the number of
diﬀerent subterms of S and T is polynomial with respect to the size of S and T .
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